15-19 January 2024: Annual Meeting of the World Economic Forum

The 54th Annual Meeting of the World Economic Forum will focus on exploring opportunities enabled by the new technologies and their implications on decision-making and global partnership.

As in previous years, the upcoming Annual Meeting 2024 will be the foremost platform to drive public-private cooperation at the highest level, convening over 100 governments, all major international organizations, the 1,000 most important global companies, relevant civil society and academic institutions, as well as the global media.

The following are World Economic Forum meetings and events that will take place after the Annual Meeting in 2024:

31 January 2024: Davos Debrief 2024

Tune in to hear from experts who participated in the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2024 in Davos, as they discuss their takeaways and reflections on the top trends that will impact industry, government and society in the year ahead.

21 February 2024: Global Risks Report Briefing

Join this briefing to dive deeper into the 2024 edition of the World Economic Forum’s Global Risks report.

February – April 2024: Strategic Foresight Masterclasses

Join this series of three masterclasses on strategic foresight to develop greater agility and adaptability required to create the necessary resilience to meet challenges as they emerge, as well as provide the foundation to best exploit opportunities. Participate in all three sessions to strengthen these capabilities to provide effective means to adapt to and benefit from transformative change.

- 29 February 2024: Foresight and Psychological Safety at Work
- 20 March 2024: Succeeding in Foresight: Why Foresight Fails and Making it Succeed
- 4 April 2024: Strategic Foresight and the Evolution of Strategy

10-11 April 2024: Strategic Intelligence Leadership Dialogues

The Strategic Intelligence Leadership Dialogues convene experts, practitioners and leaders from across industries, civil society and academia to uncover trends and signals of global significance.

May – June 2024: Future Designs for SMEs

Join this series of three masterclasses on Future Designs for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises using the participatory futures design pioneered by Futures Spaces.

- Masterclass 1: 1 May 2024
- Masterclass 2: 22 May 2024
- Masterclass 3: 11 June 2024
6-8 May 2024:
Industry Strategy Meeting 2024

The Industry Strategy Meeting 2024 will gather chief strategy officers from the Forum's industry communities and senior representatives from government, academia and civil society.

June 2024:
Annual Meeting of the New Champions 2024

The Annual Meeting of the New Champions convenes global leaders from business, government, civil society, international organizations, as well as from among innovators and academics, at the halfway point in the year to discuss crucial trends in technology, economic recovery and more.

June 2024:
Future of Jobs Report Briefing

Join this briefing to dive deeper into the 2024 edition of the World Economic Forum’s Future of Jobs report.

August 2024:
Global Gender Gap Report Briefing

Join this briefing to dive deeper into the 2024 edition of the World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap report.

September 2024:
Top 10 Emerging Technologies Report Briefing

Join this briefing to dive deeper into the 2024 edition of the World Economic Forum’s Top 10 Emerging Technologies report that explores top innovations and technological advancements impacting the world.

September – October 2024:
AI for Smaller Businesses Masterclasses

Join this series of three masterclasses on Artificial Intelligence for Smaller Businesses and how these organizations can leverage technological advancements to grow their businesses and build organizational resilience.

– Masterclass 1: 18 September 2024
– Masterclass 2: 9 October 2024
– Masterclass 3: 30 October 2024

November 2024:
Annual Meeting on Cybersecurity 2024

The World Economic Forum’s Annual Meeting on Cybersecurity 2024 convenes the world's foremost cybersecurity leaders from business, government, international organizations, civil society and academia to foster collaboration on strengthening cybersecurity and building a safer and more resilient cyberspace.

28-29 November 2024:
Strategic Intelligence Outlook 2024

The Strategic Intelligence Outlook explores emerging global trends and shifts across economies, industries and society that will gain significance in 2025 and how leaders and decision-makers can gain relevant insights to make more informed decisions.

20-24 January 2025:
World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2025

The 55th Annual Meeting of the World Economic Forum will provide a platform to drive public-private cooperation at the highest level, convening leaders, experts and practitioners from governments, international organizations, global companies, relevant civil society and academic institutions, as well as the global media.